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Abstract—Researchers often summarize their work in the form of scientific posters. Posters provide a coherent and efficient way to
convey core ideas expressed in scientific papers. Generating a good scientific poster, however, is a complex and time consuming
cognitive task, since such posters need to be readable, informative, and visually aesthetic. In this paper, for the first time, we study the
challenging problem of learning to generate posters from scientific papers. To this end, a data-driven framework, that utilizes graphical
models, is proposed. Specifically, given content to display, the key elements of a good poster, including attributes of each panel and
arrangements of graphical elements are learned and inferred from data. During the inference stage, an MAP inference framework is
employed to incorporate some design principles. In order to bridge the gap between panel attributes and the composition within each
panel, we also propose a recursive page splitting algorithm to generate the panel layout for a poster. To learn and validate our model,
we collect and release a new benchmark dataset, called NJU-Fudan Paper-Poster dataset, which consists of scientific papers and
corresponding posters with exhaustively labelled panels and attributes. Qualitative and quantitative results indicate the effectiveness of
our approach.
Index Terms—Graphical design, layout automation, probabilistic graphical model
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of a large number of scientific papers in
various academic fields and venues (conferences and jour-
nals) is noteworthy. For example, ArXiv, a premiere on-line
scientific repository, reports upload rate of over 9,000 papers
and reports a month in 2016. It is time-consuming to read
and digest all of these papers for researchers, particularly
those interested in holistically assess state-of-the-art, or un-
derstanding of just core scientific ideas explored in the last
year. Converting a scientific paper into a poster provides
an important way to efficiently and coherently convey core
ideas and findings of the original paper.
To achieve this goal, it is therefore essential to keep the
posters readable, informative and visually aesthetic. It is chal-
lenging, however, to design a high-quality scientific poster
which meets all of the above design principles, particularly
for novice researchers who may not be proficient at design
tasks or familiar with design packages (e.g., Adobe Illustra-
tor). In general, poster design is a complicated and time-
consuming task; both understanding of the paper content
and experience in design are required.
Automatic tools for scientific poster generation would
help researchers by providing them with an easier way to
effectively share their research. Further, given avid amount
of scientific papers on ArXiv and other on-line repositories,
such tools may also provide a way for other researchers to
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consume the content more easily. Rather than browsing raw
papers, they may be able to browse automatically generated
poster previews (potentially constructed with their specific
preferences in mind).
Page layout generation [16], [13], [24], has been popu-
lar in recent years with the goal of generating graphical
design layout, such as photo collage[8], furniture object
arrangements[33], [21], comics panel layouts [4] and so on.
These works pay more attention on visual aesthetics than
informativeness and readability. On the other hand, there
are also lots of works that study presentation layout au-
tomation [14], [18], [27], which aim at document generation.
These works often focus on micro-typography problems
such as line breaking, margins inference and so on. In
addition, some works utilize templates as input to their
layout algorithms [5].
In general, in order to generate a scientific poster in
accordance with, and representative of, the original paper,
many problems need to be solved: (1)Content extraction.
Both important textual and graphical content needs to be
extracted from the original paper; (2) Panel layout. Content
should fit each panel; and the shape and position of panels
should be optimized for readability and design appeal; (3)
Graphical element (figure and table) arrangement. Within
each panel, textual content can typically be sequentially pre-
sented, but for graphical elements, their size and placement
should be carefully considered. Due to these challenges,
to our knowledge, no automatic tools for scientific poster
generation exist.
In this paper, we propose a data-driven method for au-
tomatic scientific poster generation (given a corresponding
paper). Content extraction and layout generation are two
key components in this process. For content extraction, we
use TextRank [22] to extract textual content, and provide
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2an interface for extraction of graphical content (e.g., figures,
tables, etc.). Our approach focuses primarily on poster lay-
out generation. We address the layout in three steps. First,
we propose a probabilistic graphical model to infer panel
attributes. Second, we introduce a tree structure to represent
panel layout, based on which we further design a recursive
algorithm to generate new layouts. Third, in order to synthe-
size layout within each panel, we train another probabilistic
graphical model to infer the attributes of graphical elements.
Compared with posters designed by the authors, our
approach is more efficient and versatile. Our approach can
generate results that adapt to different paper sizes/aspect
ratios or styles, by training our model with different dataset.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents
the first method for scientific poster generation from the
original academic papers. A preliminary version of this
work appeared as a conference paper [34]. This paper ex-
tends the previous version in the following perspectives:
(1)Enlarged dataset. We have enlarged and released our
dataset1 to the community as a new benchmark dataset
for evaluating the problem of scientific poster generation.
(2)Improved methodology. We improve our method in
several ways: (1) we propose a novel loss function to evalu-
ate the panel arrangement, which helps our algorithm to
find better panel layouts. (2) We refine the probabilistic
graphical model framework for element composition within
each panel, this refinement takes some design principles
into consideration and makes our approach more effective.
(3)Additional Experiments. We provide more detailed per-
formance analysis and extensive experiments to show the
effectiveness of the new method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related works is briefly introduced in Section 2. In Section 3,
we describe our dataset and preprocessing work in detail.
In section 4 and 5, we present a high-level overview and
key components of our method separately. Experiments and
evaluation are discussed in Section 6.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we review three heavily studied topics of
page layout generation, i.e., general graphical design (Sec.
2.1), comic layout generation (Sec. 2.2) and presentation
layout automation (Sec. 2.3), and the differences between
these topics and our task of scientific poster generation.
2.1 General Graphical Design
Graphical design has been studied extensively in computer
graphics community. This involves several related, yet dif-
ferent topics. Geigel et al. [8] made use of genetic algorithm
[12], [9] for photo album layout, which addresses the place-
ment of each photo in an album. Yu et al. [33] automatically
synthesized furniture objects arrangements using simulated
annealing algorithm. In contrast, Merrell et al. [21] applied
some simple design guidelines to solve a similar problem.
Other graphical design problems such as interface design
[7], circuit board layout [31], and graph layout [2] have also
been studied. These works often present an optimization
1. see http://www.ytqiang.com/
framework along with some design guidelines to synthesize
and evaluate plausible layouts.
Nevertheless, these works are concerned more about
graphical elements (e.g., photo, furniture), and they take
visual aesthetics as the highest priority. In contrast, for
scientific poster generation, textual content, original paper
structure and the order of contents need to be considered to
ensure the readability of a scientific poster.
2.2 Comic Layout Generation
Due to the popularity of comics, many related research
topics, such as manga retargeting [20], comic episodes generation
[11] and manga-like rendering [30] have drawn considerable
research attention in computer graphics community. Par-
ticularly, several techniques have been studied to facilitate
layout generation. For example, Arai et al. [1] and Pang
et al. [26] studied how to automatically extract each panel
from e-comics; and display e-comics on different devices.
In order to convert conversational videos to comics, Jing
et al. [17] made use of a rule based optimization scheme
for layout generation. Cao et al. [3] presented a generative
probabilistic framework to arrange input artworks into a
manga page, and then used optimization techniques to
refine it. Furthermore, Cao et al. [4] took text balloons
and picture subjects into consideration for manga layout
generation and guided the reader’s attention. However, in
our poster generation, one has to consider both texts and
graphical elements composition within each panel, which
has not been discussed previously.
Our panel layout generation method is partly inspired
by the recent work on manga layout [3]. We use a binary
tree to represent the panel layout. By contrast, the manga
layout trains a Dirichlet distribution to sample a splitting
configuration, and different Dirichlet distribution for each
kind of instance has to be trained as a result. Instead, we
propose a recursive algorithm to search for the best splitting
configuration along a binary tree.
2.3 Presentation Layout Automation
The emergence of data and information that we need to
present, challenges our ability to present it manually; thus,
automated layout of presentations is becoming increasingly
important [14]. For automated document formatting, early
works, such as [18], [27], focused largely on line breaking,
paragraph arrangement and some other micro-typography
problems. A common way to solve these problems is as a
constrained optimization problem [19]. More recent works
pay attention to presentation document layout. Jacobs et al.
[15] presented a grid based dynamic programming method
to select a page layout template. Damera-Venkata et al.
[5] made use of Probabilistic Document Model (PDM) to
facilitate document layout. By contrast, we focus on both
macro-typography problems (e.g panel layout) and micro-
typograph (e.g. graphical elements size decision) in this
paper. Additionally, rather than using simple design guide-
lines as previous work [18], [27], we learn our layout gener-
ating model from the annotated training datasets.
Another piece of relate work is called single page graphical
design [24], which made use of an energy-based model
derived from design principles for graphic design layout.
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 Dataset: 200 real-access and 200 printed-photo attack videos [1] 
 Setup: face detection, rescale to 110 x 40 pixels, 10 frames are sampled 
for feature extraction (HOG, intensity, color frequency (CF) [2], 
histogram of shearlet coefficients (HSC) [3], GLCM) 
 Classifier evaluation: SVM type C with linear kernel  achieved EER of 
10%. PLS method achieved EER of 1.67% 
 A video sample is divided into m parts, feature extraction is applied 
for every k-th frame. The resulting descriptors are concatenated to 
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 PLS is employed to obtain the latent feature space, in which higher 
weights are attributed to feature descriptors extracted from regions 
containing discriminatory characteristics between the two classes 
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the face is detected and the frames are cropped and rescaled 
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 Practical Solution: NIPALS algorithm 
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GLCM 159,360 6.67 
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Combination 1,094,600 1.67 
Feature combination 
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Our results 1.25 0.00 
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 Dataset: 1743 live images and 1748 non-live images for training. 3362 
live and 5761 non-live images for testing [4] 
 Setup: faces are detected and images are scaled to 64 x 64 pixels 
Comparison: Tan et al. [4] achieved AUC of 0.95 
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Name # descriptors EER (%) AUC 
Intensity 4,096 52.20 0.425 
HOG 6,984 16.80 0.908 
HSC 12,416 12.40 0.944 
GLCM 3,552 9.60 0.960 
Combination 22,952 8.20 0.966 
Feature combination 
Fig. 1: An example of human designed poster.
However, they regard texts as a rectangle block rather
than text flow, which is inappropriate for scientific poster
generation. Harrington et al. [10] described a measure of
document aesthetics, and an aesthetics driven layout engine
is proposed in [29]. However, these approaches do not put
constraints on the ordering of content, which is clearly
important for scientific poster generation.
3 THE NJU-FUDAN PAPER-POSTER DA-
TASET
In this paper, we propose a new research topic of learning
to generate posters of scientific papers. In general, a good
poster for a scientific paper should follow the general design
principles. One section in the paper should correspond to
one panel in the poster. Each panel usually includes several
bullet points and sentences that explain the corresponding
bullet point, and each bullet point often corresponds to a
sub-section or a paragraph in the paper. Important figures
and tables in each paper section would also be included
in the corresponding poster panel. Figure 1 shows such
an example of human designed poster [28]. This type of
scientific poster is readable, informative and visually aesthetic
since it considers both the structure and key messages
conveyed by the original paper, which makes it easy for
readers to understand.
To further study the tasks of poster generation for scien-
tific papers, we introduce a NJU-Fudan Paper-Poster dataset
which contains pairs of scientific posters and their corre-
sponding papers. A total of 85 computer science research
paper-poster pairs were collected from an online website.
We further annotate the meta information for each
paper-poster to facilitate the research of this topic. For each
poster, we label both layout attributes (e.g. panel position,
figure size) and content attributes (e.g. text length in each
panel). In the corresponding paper, layout related infor-
mation (e.g. figure size in original paper) is also manually
labelled. We also provide annotation tool which can enable
ABSTRACT
In this demonstration, we present a novel DBMS-oriented research infrastructure, called Arizona Database Laboratory
(AZDBLab), to assist database researchers in conducting a large-scale empirical study across multiple DBMSes.
INTRODUCTION
Much work has focused on proposing new algorithms for optimizing DBMS performance and on building system com-
ponents for new needs, but the community has not devoted much attention on scientifically understanding DBMS as
an experiment subject. A database researcher can design and run a substantial experiment with many queries, see the
query execution results, perform data sanity check and analysis and make tables, figures, and graphs for the study in an
automated, integrated fashion.
MOTIVATION
These cover
• (i)Cardinality estimation (identifying what affects the accuracy of cardinality estimates),
• (ii)Operator impact (characterizing how specific types of operators, e.g., join, projection, sorting,affect the accuracy
of cardinality estimates, execution time estimates, and optimal plan selection), and
• (iii) Execution plan search space (determining its detailed inner structure). They can be eventually used to improve
DBMSes through engineering efforts that benefit from the fundamental understanding by this perspective.
AZDBLab allows us to perform substantial experiments (with thousands or more of queries) that quantitatively study
these fundamental questions concerning any of the components of a DBMS.
AZDBLAB SYSTEM OVERVIEW
• LabShelves The schema of a labshelf captures who, what, when, which, where, why, and how, complying with the
7-W mode.
• Decentralized Monitoring Schemes In this section, we present a variety of novel, decentralized monitoring schemes
being in use in AZDBLab.
• Executor The executor then creates and populates tables, executes queries, records QE results into AZDBLAB
To take advantage of the rich information provided by multiple feature descriptors, the anti-spoofing proposed solution
integrates feature descriptors.
DEMONSTRATION Our demo consists of two parts:
• 1) running experiments with hundreds of queries on different DBMSes and
• 2) then analyzing QE results from the completed runs. The automated protocol performs a series of sanity checks
on QEs of the runs, shows validation results, and calculates query time on the passed QEs.
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Panel Attributes Inference
Panel Layout Generation
Composition with each 
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Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed approach.
the annotation and labeling of further data. Both the dataset
and annotation tool will be released.
4 OVERVIEW
Overview. To generate a readable, informative and aesthetic
poster, we simulate the rule-of-thumb on how the re-
searchers design posters in practice. We generate the panel
layout for a scientific poster first, and then arrange the
textual and graphical elements within each panel. As shown
in Figure 2, the framework overall has four steps, namely,
content extraction, panel attributes inference, panel layout gener-
ation, and composition within each panel.
Problem Formulation. We formally introduce the problem
of learning to generate posters of scientific papers before
developing our contributions to each section. We have a set
of posters M and their corresponding scientific papers. Each
poster m ∈M includes a set of panels Pm, and each panel
p ∈ Pm has a set of graphical elements (figures and tables)
Gp. Each panel p is characterized by six attributes:
• text length within a panel (lp);
• text ratio (tp), text length within a panel relative to
text length of the whole poster, tp = lp/
∑
q∈Pm lq ;
• number of graphical elements within a panel (np);
• graphical elements ratio (gp), the size of graphical
elements within a panel relative to the total size of
graphical elements in the poster. Note that there is
a little difference between gp and tp. Here instead of
predicting the fixed figure size in poster, we directly
use the corresponding figure from original paper;
• panel size (sp) and aspect ratio (rp), sp = wp × hp
and rp = wp/hp, where wp and hp denote the width
and height of a panel with respect to the poster.
Each graphical element g ∈ Gp has four attributes:
• graphical element size (sg) and aspect ratio (rg), sg =
wg × hg and rg = wg/hg , where wg and hg denote
the width and height of a graphical element relative
to the whole paper respectively;
• horizontal position (hg), inspired by the way how
latex beamer makes poster, we arrange that panel
4content sequentially from top to bottom; hence
only relative horizontal position needs to be con-
sidered, which is defined by a discrete variable
hg ∈ {left, center, right};
• graphical element size in poster (ug), the ratio of the
width of the graphical element with width of the
panel it belongs to.
To learn how to generate a poster, our goal is to determine
the above attributes for each panel p ∈ Pm and each
graphical element g ∈ Gp, as well as the arrangement of
the panels.
Intuitively, a trivial solution is to use a learning model
(e.g., Support Vector Regression (SVR)) to learn how to
regress these attributes, including sp, rp, ug , and hg , while
regarding attributes which can be known according to cor-
responding scientific paper (i.e. tp, gp, lp,rg , and sg) as
features. However, such a solution takes those features as
a whole, thereby lacks an insight mechanism for exploring
the relationships between specific attributes (e.g. sp and gp).
It may fail to meet the requirements of readability, informa-
tiveness and aesthetics. We thus propose a Bayesian network
to characterize the relationships among those attributes,
where the Bayesian network is trained on the paper-poster
dataset we collected. Then according to the Bayesian net-
work we trained, we can infer the layout attributes by using
likelihood-weighted sampling method.
5 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will further explain each step of our
framework as illustrated in Figure 2. Particularly, (1) in
Sec. 5.1 we extract from the paper the text content and
graphical content. The textual content can be summarized
by the textual summary algorithms; and the graphical con-
tent (figures and tables) would usually occupy a rectangular
area of the poster, and be extracted by user interactions. All
extracted contents are sequentially arranged. (2) Inference
of the key attributes for initial panel (such as panel size
sp and aspect ratio rp) is then conducted by learning a
probabilistic graphical model from the training data in Sec.
5.2. (3) Furthermore, Sec. 5.3 synthesizes panel layout by
developing our recursive algorithm to further update these
key attributes (i.e., rp) and generate an informative and
aesthetic panel layout. (4) Finally, we compose these panels
by utilizing our graphical algorithm to further synthesize
the visual properties of each panel (such as the size and
position of its graphical elements) in Sec. 5.4.
5.1 Content Extraction
Content extraction, which includes both textual content
extraction and graphical content extraction, is the first step
in our proposed scientific poster generation system.
For textual content, we employ the state-of-the-art tex-
tual summary algorithm to summarize the content of each
section. In particular, we use TextRank [22].
For graphical content, our algorithm will parse the key
meta data of the layout (i.e. width and height) of each figure
and table. To better select the most important figures/tables,
we add user interaction here to rank the importance of the
tables and figures.
5.2 Panel Attributes Inference
We assume that in the poster each section should be repre-
sented by one rectangular panel, which should not only be
of an appropriate size to contain the textual and graphical
content of each corresponding section, but also be in a rea-
sonable shape (aspect ratio) to maximize visually aesthetic
appearance.
To enable such a goal, we learn a Bayesian network to
infer the initial size and aspect ratio for each panel. As each
panel is composed of both textual description and graphical
elements, we assume that panel size (sp) and aspect ratio
(rp) are conditionally dependent on text ratio tp, number
of graphical elements np and graphical element ratio gp.
Therefore, we define the joint probability of a set of panels
P as,
Pr(P|T,N,G) =
∏
p∈P
Pr(sp|tp, np, gp)Pr(rp|tp, np, gp)
(1)
where T = {tp|p ∈ P}, N = {np|p ∈ P} and G =
{gp|p ∈ P} denote attributes set. Pr(sp|tp, np, gp) and
Pr(rp|tp, np, gp) are conditional probability distributions
(CPDs) of sp and rp given tp, np and gp. We further model
them as two conditional linear Gaussian distributions:
Pr(sp|tp, np, gp) = N(sp;ws[tp, np, gp, 1]T, σs) (2)
Pr(rp|tp, np, gp) = N(rp;wr[tp, np, gp, 1]T, σr) (3)
where tp and gp are defined by the content extraction step
demonstrated in Figure 2; ws and wr are parameters that
leverage the influence of various factors; σs and σr are the
variances. The parameters (ws, wr, σs and σr) are estimated
using maximum likelihood estimator.
Note that in order to learn from limited data, this step
actually employs two assumptions: (1) sp and rp are con-
ditionally independent; (2) the attribute sets for panels are
independent.
We need the panels to be neither too small in size (sp),
nor too distorted in aspect ratio (rp), to ensure a readable,
informative and aesthetic poster. The two assumptions in-
troduced here are sufficient for this task. Furthermore, the
attribute values estimated in this step are just good initial
values for the property of each panel. We use the next two
steps to further relax these assumptions and discuss the
relationship between sp and rp, as well as the relationship
among different panels (Algorithm 1).
To ease exposition, we denote the set of panels as P =
{(sp1 , rp2), (sp2 , rp2), · · · , (spk , rpk)}, where spi and rpi are
the size and aspect ratio of i-th panel pi, separately; and
|P | = k.
5.3 Panel Layout Generation
One conventional way to design posters is to simply arrange
them in two or three columns style. This scheme, although
simple, however, makes posters designed in this way look
similar. Inspired by manga layout generation [3], we pro-
pose a more vivid panel layout generation method. Specif-
ically, we arrange the panels with a binary tree structure to
help represent the panel layout. The panel layout generation
is then formulated as a process of recursively splitting of a
page, as illustrated and explained in Figure 3.
5Algorithm 1 Panel layout generation
Input:
Panels which we learned from graphical model
L = {(sp1 , rp1), (sp2 , rp2), · · · , (spk , rpk)};
rectangular page area x, y, w, h.
Output:
1: if k == 1 then
2: adjust panels[0] to adapt to the whole rectangular
area, return the aesthetic loss: |rp0 − w/h|;
3: else
4: for each i ∈ [1, k − 1] do
5: t =
∑i
j=1 spj/
∑n
j=1 spj ;
6: Loss1 = Panel Arrangement((sp1 , rp1), (sp2 , rp2),
· · · , (spi , rpi), x, y, w, h× t);
7: Loss2 = Panel Arrangement((spi+1 , rpi+1), (spi+2 ,
rpi+2), · · · , (spk , rpk), x, y + h× t, w, h× (1− t));
8: if Loss > Loss1 + Loss2 + α|t− 0.5| then
9: Loss = Loss1 + Loss2 + α|t− 0.5|;
10: record this arrangement;
11: end if
12: Loss1 = Panel Arrangement((sp1 , rp1), (sp2 , rp2),
· · · , (spi , rpi), x, y, w × t, h);
13: Loss2 = Panel Arrangement((spi+1 , rpi+1), (spi+2 ,
rpi+2), · · · , (spk , rpk), x+ w ∗ t, y, w × (1− t), h);
14: if Loss > Loss1 + Loss2 + α|t− 0.5| then
15: Loss = Loss1 + Loss2 + α|t− 0.5|;
16: record this arrangement;
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
20: return Loss and arrangement.
Conveying information is the most important goal for a
scientific poster, thus we attempt to maintain the relative
size for each panel during panel layout generation. This
motivates the following loss for the panel shape variation,
lvar(pi) = |rpi − r
′
pi | (4)
where r
′
pi is the aspect ratio of a panel after optimization.
On the other hand, we also evaluate the aesthetic for the
splitting configuration. In our approach, the splitting con-
figuration is composed of several splittings. Each splitting
divides a set of panels into two parts, and the splitting ratio
is decided by the ratio of the total size of the two panels.
Since symmetry is an important guideline for design works,
we evaluate the aesthetic for the panel layout configuration
based on the symmetry of each partition. In particular, if a
panel set is divided by a splitting ζi as p1, p2, · · · , pk and
pk+1, pk+2, · · · , pm, then the aesthetic loss for this splitting
is defined as follow:
laes(ζi) = α|
k∑
i=1
spi/
m∑
i=1
spi − 0.5| (5)
The loss for panel shape variation (Eq. 4) and splitting
configuration (Eq. 5) lead to a combined loss for the panel
layout arrangement
Loss(P, P
′
, Z) =
k∑
i=1
lvar(pi) +
∑
ζ∈Z
laes(ζ) (6)
Root(Col, 0.5)
C1(row, 0.33) C2(Col, 0.5)
R2(row, 0.5)P1
P1
P4 P5
P2 P3
P2
P3
P5
P4
Fig. 3: Panel layout and the corresponding tree structure.
The tree structure of a poster layout contains five panels.
The first splitting is vertical with the splitting ratio (0.5, 0.5).
The poster is further divided into three panels in the left,
and two panels in the right. This makes the whole page
as two equal columns. For the left column, we resort to a
horizontal splitting with the splitting ratio (0.33, 0.67). The
larger one is further horizontally divided into two panels
with the splitting ratio (0.5, 0.5). We only split the right
column once, with the splitting ratio (0.5, 0.5).
where P
′
is the panel set after optimization and Z is the set
of splitting steps.
In each splitting step, the combinatorial choices for split-
ting positions can be recursively computed and compared
with respect to the loss function above. We choose the panel
attributes with the lowest loss (Eq. 6). The whole algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
5.4 Composition within a Panel
Having inferred the layout of panels, we turn our atten-
tion to the composition of raw contents within each panel.
Generally, each panel in a scientific poster is composed of
textual and graphical content. Considering the readability
of a scientific poster, each panel can be filled by these
contents sequentially. However, for aesthetic consideration,
the horizontal position and size of each graphical element
need to be specified carefully. Therefore, we pose automated
panel composition as an inference problem in a Bayesian
network that incorporates some design constraints.
Designing the composition for each panel is compli-
cated, both panel attributes and raw contents need to be
considered. We aim at designing a Bayesian network to
characterize how these variables interact with each other.
Given the placement of each graphical element, textual
contents can be filled into the panel sequentially; therefore,
the composition of a panel can be defined by the horizontal
position (hg) and the size of each graphical element (sg). In
our approach, the layout within each panel is composed by
first sampling random variable hg representing the choice
of horizontal position (left, right, center), and then sampling
the variable sg representing the size of a graphical element.
In our Bayesian network, horizontal position (hg) of a
graphical element relies on both the shape (rp) of the panel
6which the element belongs to and attributes of the element
(rg , sg) itself. For example, a portrait figure is more likely
to be presented in the left or right of a landscape panel. To
describe such relationship, the horizontal position hg of a
graphical element g in panel p is sampled from a soft-max
function,
Pr(hg = i|rp, rg, sg) = e
whi·[rp,rg,sg,1]T∑H
j=1 e
whj ·[rp,rg,sg,1]T
(7)
where H = 3 is the cardinality of the value set of hg ; whi is
i−th row of wh.
For the size of a graphical element (ug), it has to meet
two requirements: on the one hand, it needs to be appro-
priate to fill the panel; on the other hand, it also needs to
harmonize with the occupation of the graphical element
in the original paper. To this end, in our model, the size
of each graphical element (ug) is governed by both the
panel attributes (lp, sp) and it’s own properties (sg , hg).
We may sample the size of the graphical elements from the
conditional linear Gaussian distribution,
Pr(ug|sp, lp, sg, hg) =
N(ug|wu · [sp, lp, sg, hg, 1]T, σu)
(8)
where wu is the parameter to balance the influence of
different factors.
For a set of graphical elements G which belongs to the
same panel p, the probability of sampling process described
above is simply the product the probabilities of all design
choice made during the sampling process, it can be repre-
sented by the following distribution,
Pr(hG, uG|sp, rp, lp, sG, rG) =∏
g∈G
Pr(hg|rp, rg, sg)Pr(ug|sp, lp, sg, hg) (9)
where hG and uG denote the assignments of horizontal
position and size in panel for all graphical elements in G,
respectively; sG and rG represent the input attributes of G.
Learning. The goal of the learning stage in this step is to esti-
mate the parameters in our Bayesian network from training
data, this can be done by maximizing the complete-data log
likelihood since all the random variables in our model are
observed. For conditional linear gaussian distribution (Eq.
8 ), with some algebraic manipulation we can compute the
optimal ML estimate of wu and σu in a closed form:
w∗u = (
n∑
i
x(i)x(i)T )−1(
n∑
i
uigx
i)
σ∗u =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(u(i)g −wu∗Tx(i))2
(10)
where x(i) = [sp, lp, sg, hg, 1](i) denote the training data. For
soft-max function (Eq. 7), while there is no known closed-
form ML solution, we can resort to an iterative optimization
algorithm – iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) algo-
rithm.
The Bayesian network described above models the re-
lationship between different variables explicitly. However,
it is also desirable to consider the relationship between
panel size and content occupation. In a human designed
poster, contents usually fill each panel up exactly, which
makes the poster seems clean and informative. Therefore,
we incorporate the design principles with our Bayesian
network, and our goal is to find solution to this function:
h∗G, u
∗
G = argmax
hG,uG
f(hG, uG|sp, rp, lp, sG, rG)
= λ1 logPr(hG, uG|sp, rp, lp, sG, rG)
+ λ2 logN(wp ∗ hp|βtp +
∑
g∈p
sg, ρ)
(11)
in the equation above, the first term is defined in Eq. 9, it is
a likelihood that determines how well the solution fits our
Bayesian network. The second term measures how well the
contents fit the panel size, and it assigns high probability
if the contents fill the panel precisely and lower probability
for deviations from the ideal.
Since the exact MAP inference is not tractable in our model,
we perform approximate inference by using likelihood-
weighted sampling method [23].
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Experimental Setup
NJU-Fudan Paper-Poster Dataset. Our dataset includes
85 well-designed pairs of scientific papers and their cor-
responding posters, which is selected from 600 publicly
available pairs we collected. These papers are all about
computer science topics, and their posters have relatively
similar design styles. We further annotate panel attributes,
such as panel width, panel height and so on. The annotated
meta data is saved into an XML file.
Implementation details. The input content to our scientific
poster generation approach is also specified in an XML
file. This file specifies the structure and contents of a sci-
entific paper, including chapters, sections, paragraphs and
graphical elements. The other attributes such as caption
and key words are also saved in the corresponding content
block. Note that the equation and formulas are taken as
normal texts since they can be written in latex format. For
graphical elements, we only save the width and height in
the XML file. In our experiment, sections and sub-sections
corresponds to panels and bullets respectively. We use Tex-
tRank to extract textual content from the XML file. In order
to give different importance of different sections, we can
set different extraction ratio for each of them. This will
result in important sections generating more content and
hence occupying bigger panels. For simplicity, this paper
uses equal important weights for all sections. The Bayesian
Network Toolbox (BNT) [23] is used for key parameters
estimation and sampling. For graphical element attributes
inference, we generate 1000 samples by the likelihood-
weighted sampling method [6] for Eq. 11. With the inferred
metadata, the final poster is generated in latex Beamerposter
format with Lankton theme. We will release all code upon
paper acceptance.
Competitors and evaluation metrics We compare several
baselines on different sections of our model to evaluate the
methods of attributes inference. Particularly, we compare
ridge regression, regression tree, support vector regression
(SVR) with linear kernel and RBF kernel respectively. And
7stage Average time
Text extraction 9.2362s
Panel attributes inference learn 0.33sinfer 0.004s
Panel layout generation 0.001s
Composition within panel learn 0.57sinfer 0.913
TABLE 1: Running time of each step.
for graphical elements position (hg) inference, we regard it
as a classification problem, then compare the performance
of our method with nearest neighbors classification (KNN),
decision tree, support vector classification (SVC) with linear
and RBF kernel. We employ the corresponding values for
the original (human) designed posters as the ground-truth.
We split the dataset into 80 pairs for training and validation,
and the rest (5 pairs) for testing.
Comparing with human designed posters. We then evalu-
ate how well our approach facilitates scientific poster gen-
eration, as compared to novice designers and the original
poster (which is designed by the author). We invite three
second-year Phd students, who are not familiar with our
project, to hand design posters for the test set. These three
students work in computer vision and machine learning and
have not yet published any papers on these topics; hence
they are novices to research. Given the test set papers, we
ask the students to work together and design a poster for
each paper.
Running time. Our framework is very efficient in term of
running cost. Our experiments were done on a PC with an
Intel Xeon 3.6 GHz CPU and 11.6 GB RAM. Tab. 1 shows
the average time we needed for each step. The total running
time is significantly less than the time people require to
design a good poster, it is also less than the time spent to
generate the posters made by three novices in Sec. 6.2.
6.2 Quantitative Evaluation
Effectiveness of attribute inferences. To validate the ef-
fectiveness of this step, our model is compared against
several state-of-the-art regression methods, including ridge
regression, regression tree, linear SVR and RBF-SVR.
The results are shown in Table 2. We use the panel
attributes of original posters as the ground-truth and Root-
Mean-Square Error (RMSE) is computed for the inferred
size and aspect ratio of each panel. Specifically, we use the
design of original poster as the ground-truth and the RMSE
is computed as,
RMSE =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(sp − s′p)/n (12)
where sp represents the panel size of original panel, and
s
′
p represent the panel size inferred by learning model; n
indicates the total number of panels of all the posters. In Eq
(12), we use sp as an example; the RMSE for rp and ug can
be calculated in the same way.
To infer the panel size (sp) and aspect ratio ( rp) , we
use the tp and gp as features. Comparing with all the other
methods, the RMSE of our method is only 0.71 and 0.695
respectively, which is lower than all the other methods.
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panel size (sp) 0.071 0.075 0.090 0.073 0.120
panel aspect ratio (rp) 0.695 0.696 0.819 0.702 0.737
graphical element size (ug) 0.0144 0.289 0.287 0.361 1.041
TABLE 2: Performance of comparing the methods on panel
size(sp), panel aspect ratio (rp) and graphical element size
(ug). RMSE is used as metric. Note that here we only
consider the relative size of each panel which is normalized
into [0, 1]. The lower value, the better performance.
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horizontal position ( hg) 88.9% 66.7% 66.7% 72.2% 72.2%
TABLE 3: The accuracy of predicting horizontal
position(hg). The higher value, the better performance.
This shows that our algorithm can better estimates the
panel attributes than other methods, due to our probabilistic
graphical formulation that effectively models the correla-
tions and dependence among variables.
For graphical elements size (ug) and horizontal position
(hg), we use sp, rp, lp, sg , rg as features and our model is
compared against all the other methods. RMSE and accu-
racy is used to evaluate the performance of each method on
ug and hg , respectively. The accuracy is computed as
Accuracy =
n∑
i=1
I(hg, h
′
g)/n
I(hg, h
′
g) =
{
1, hg = h
′
g
0, otherwise
(13)
where hp represents the horizontal position of original
panel, and h
′
p represent the horizontal position inferred by
learning model. As shown in Tab. 3 and Tab. 2, our results
beat those of all the other methods since design constraints
are introduced in the inference stage by Eq.(11).
6.3 Qualitative User Study Evaluation
User study. User study is employed to compare our results
with original posters and posters made by novices. We
invited 10 researchers (who are experts on the evaluated
topic and kept unknown to our projects) to evaluate these
results on readability, informativeness and aesthetics. Each
Metric Readability Informativeness Aesthetics Avg.
Our method 7.32 7.08 6.70 7.03
Posters by novices 6.82 6.80 6.58 6.73
Original posters 7.36 7.10 7.44 7.30
TABLE 4: User study of different posters generated.
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Abstract
In this demonstration, we present a novel DBMS-oriented
research infrastructure, called Arizona Database
Laboratory (AZDBLab), to assist database researchers in
conducting a large-scale empirical study across multiple
DBMSes.
INTRODUCTION
Much work has focused on proposing new algorithms for
optimizing DBMS performance and on building system
components for new needs, but the community has not
devoted much attention on scientifically understanding
DBMS as an experiment subject. A database researcher
can design and run a substantial experiment with many
queries, see the query execution results, perform data
sanity check and analysis and make tables, figures, and
graphs for the study in an automated, integrated fashion.
MOTIVATION
These cover
• (i) Cardinality estimation (identifying what
affects the accuracy of cardinality estimates),
• (ii) Operator impact (characterizing how
specific types of operators, e.g., join,
projection, sorting,affect the accuracy of
cardinality estimates, execution time
estimates, and optimal plan selection), and
• (iii) Execution plan search space
(determining its detailed inner structure).
They can be eventually used to improve
DBMSes through engineering efforts that
benefit from the fundamental understanding
by this perspective.
AZDBLab allows us to perform substantial
experiments (with thousands or more of
queries) that quantitatively study these
fundamental questions concerning any of the
components of a DBMS.
AZDBLAB SYSTEM OVERVIEW
AZDBLAB architecture
• LabShelves The schema of a labshelf
captures who, what, when, which, where,
why, and how, complying with the 7-W mode.
• Decentralized Monitoring Schemes In this
section, we present a variety of novel,
decentralized monitoring schemes being in
use in AZDBLab .
• Executor The executor then creates and
populates tables, executes queries, records
QE results into AZDBLAB
DEMONSTRATION
Our demo consists of two parts:
• 1) running experiments with hundreds of queries on
different DBMSes and
• 2) then analyzing QE results from the completed runs.
The automated protocol performs a series of sanity
checks on QEs of the runs, shows validation results, and
calculates query time on the passed QEs.
AZDBLAB Observer
(a) Our method generates
the poster of [32].
Unnecessarily Complicated Research Title
Author 1, Author 2
1University and Department Name
Introduction
These findings suggest that both training methodologies
increase the sensitivity of drivers to specific materials that
were learned during training but it is not clear whether there
is a negative trade-off with paying attention to other
situations that were not emphasized during training. The
AAHPT envisions that exposing young-inexperienced drivers
to a vast array of video clips of real-world traffic situations
can facilitate their skills of anticipating upcoming hazardous
situation and such knowledge can be transferred to similar
but novel situations.
Experimental scenarios
The aim was to examine driver performance in a populated
environments consisting of narrow (lane width: 3.65 m)
single lane roads where pedestrians are present and parked
vehicles are obscuring part of the visual field of view and
restricting driving-maneuver possibilities. Therefore, the drive
consisted of a fixed set of 14 urban scenarios, 8 business
area scenarios and 6 residential area scenarios that were
merged into a single drive (18 km long) while incorporating
transition segments between scenarios.
Method
Fig. 1 Sample snapshots of events in residential scenarios.
• The allocation process took into account key demographic
variables found to be confounding with driver experience
(e.g., [11]) according to descending priority: (1) sex, (2)
level of driving exposure (self-report of the average number
of hours the participant drove each week), and (3) the SSS
score.
• It was constructed from two parts: (1) Part I contained a
background overview utilizing 23 of the HP training movies
to convey knowledge concerning HP and Part II was similar
to that of the Active training and contained a hazard
detection task participants were required to employ on the
additional 40 HP training movies.
• The visual display of the road was projected on a 7 m
diameter round screen at a distance of 3 m from the drivers
eyes, providing the driver with a true horizontal field of view
of 150 degrees on a scale of 1:0.8.
Procedure
Then, they were asked to drive through the entire sequence of
14 traffic-scenarios as if they were driving in real world
situations while maintaining the legal speed (50 km/h) and
obeying the traffic rules. Based on the allocation algorithm
aforementioned, each young-novice participant was
designated to one of four experimental conditions:
AAHPT-Active, AAHPT-Hybrid, RAPT or control.
Results
• Driving speed curves. The last step of the analysis was to fit
cubic smoothing spline, fitting a smooth curve to a set of
noisy observations [5, 11] to each group, shown as the solid
lines in Figures 3-5.
• Residential scenarios. Nevertheless, in scenario R2, it can
be seen that although in the planning of the scenario no
events the researchers intended this scenario to be smooth
and require no braking, potential events can also cause a
reduction in speed (due to the road conditions or
constraints) that they were not anticipated in advance.
• Business district scenarios. Three types of examinations
were made: 1) comparison of potential event drives (U2 and
U4) with their corresponding materialized event drivers (U1
and U3), respectively; 2) comparison among the various
training groups and the control; and 3) comparison among
the various training groups and the experienced.
Fig. 2 Plots of longitudinal velocity in the urban scenarios by distance
and driver groups. The solid lines represent the fitted curve, dots
represent each driver
Conclusions
Use of metrics that allow comparison among groups (such as
the curve fitting method) are essential for the assessment of
the scenario’s diagnostic value. It is recommended to use
more than one traffic environment and provide similar traffic
conditions with- and without- materialized hazards.
(b) Our method generates
the poster of [25].
Fig. 4: Example of our results
researcher is sequentially shown the three results generated
(in randomized order) and asked to score the results from
0 − 10, where 0, 5 and 10 indicate the lowest, middle and
highest scores of corresponding metrics. The final results
are averaged across subjects. Note that, since our method
mainly consider the layout of a poster, we provide novice
designer and our method with contents same as the original
poster. We argue that this is a more objective way to evaluate
our method, because both text extracted by TextRank and
novice designer may not be as good as the text in original
poster, since it is summarized by the author of the paper.
And different contents would affect researchers evaluation.
In Table 4, on readability and informativeness, our result
is comparable to the original poster; and it is significantly
better than posters made by novices. This validates the effec-
tiveness of our method. On one hand, the inferred panel at-
tributes and generated panel layout will save most valuable
and important information. Besides, composition within
each panel that inferred by our method would give proper
emphasis on figures and tables, which may be overlooked
by novice designer. In contrast, our method is lower than
the original posters on aesthetics metric (yet, still higher
than those from novices). This is reasonable, since aesthetics
is a relatively subjective metric and it generally needs to
involve lots of human interactions. Human designers can
adjust the the poster layout via lots of latex commands again
and again. In general, it is an open problem to generate more
aesthetic posters from papers.
Qualitative Evaluation of Three Methods. We qualitatively
compare our results (Figure 5b and Figure 5e) with the
posters from novices (Figure 5a and Figure 5d) and the
original posters (third blob in Figure 5c and Figure 5f). All
of them are for the same paper and with same contents.
It is interesting to show that if compared with the
panel layout of original poster, our panel layout looks more
similar to the original one than the one by novices. This
is due to, firstly, the Paper-Poster dataset has a relatively
similar graphical design with high quality, and secondly,
our split and panel layout algorithm works well to simulate
the way how people design posters. In the first row of
Figure 5, we can see that in order to arrange contents in the
poster aesthetically, the order of each panel is rearranged
in poster from the novice designer (Figure 5a), this would
affect the readability of a poster. The second row of Figure
5 shows that, compared with novice designer, our method
also achieve good performance on attributes inference for
graphical elements. The size of graphical elements inferred
by our method seems similar to the original poster. In
contrast, the poster designed by novices in Figure 5d lose
emphasis on figures in order to keep the content fit each
panel.
6.4 Qualitative Evaluation by Design Principles
We further qualitatively evaluate our results (Figure 4) by
the general graphical design principles [24], i.e., flow, align-
ment,and overlap and boundaries.
Flow. It is essential for a scientific poster to present informa-
tion in a clear read-order, i.e. readability. People always read
a scientific poster from left to right and from top to bottom.
Since Algorithm 1 recursively splits the page of poster into
left, right or top, bottom, the panel layout we generate ensure
that the read-order matches the section order of original
paper. Within each panel, our algorithm also sequentially
organizes contents which also follow the section order of
original paper and this improves the readability.
Alignment. Compared with the complex alignment con-
straint in [24], our formulation is much simpler and uses an
enumeration variable to indicate the horizontal position of
graphical elements hg . This simplification does not spoil our
results which still have reasonable alignment as illustrated
in Figure 4 and quantitatively evaluated by three metrics in
Table 4.
Overlap and boundaries. Overlapped panels will make the
poster less readable and less aesthetic. To avoid this, our
approach (1) recursively splits the page for panel layout;
(2) sequentially arranges the panels; (3) Design constraint in
incorporated into our Bayesian network (Eq.11) to penalize
the cases of overlapping between graphical elements and
panel boundaries. As a result, our algorithm can achieve
reasonable results without significant overlapping and/or
crossing boundaries. Similar to the manually created poster
– Figure 5(c), our result (i.e., Figure 5(b)) does not have
significantly overlapped panels and/or boundaries.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Automatic tools for scientific poster generation are impor-
tant for poster designers. Designers can save a lot of time
with these kinds of tools. Design is a hard work, especially
for scientific posters, which require careful consideration
of both utility and aesthetics. Abstract principles about
scientific poster design can not help designers directly. In
contrast, we propose an approach to learn design patterns
from existing examples, and this approach can be used as
an assistant tool of scientific poster generation to aid the
designers.
As the future work, our framework can be also appli-
cable to directly learn the general design patterns such as
the web-page design, and single-page graphical design, if
given the corresponding layout styles. Currently, we do not
consider font types of posters which will be addressed in
future.
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Introduction
I This paper proposes a parsing algorithm for indoor scene
understanding which includes four aspects: computing 3D scene
layout, detecting 3D objects (e.g. furniture), detecting 2D faces
(windows, doors etc.), and segmenting the background. The
algorithm parse an image into a hierarchical structure, namely a
parse tree. With the parse tree, we reconstruct the original image by
the appearance of line segments, and we further recover the 3D
scene by the geometry of 3D background and foreground objects.
Figure : 2: 3D synthesis of novel views based on the parse tree.
Stochastic Scene Grammar
The grammar represents compositional structures of visual entities,
which includes three types of production rules and two types of
contextual relations:
I Production rules:
(i) AND rules represent the decomposition of an entity into sub-parts;
(ii) SET rules represent an ensemble of visual entities;
(iii) OR rules represent the switching among sub-types of an entity.
I Contextual relations:
(a) Cooperative + relations represent positive links between binding
entities, such as hinged faces of a object or aligned boxes;
(b) Competitive - relations represents negative links between
competing entities, such as mutually exclusive boxes.
Bayesian Formulation
I We define a posterior distribution for a solution (a parse tree) pt conditioned on an
image I. This distribution is specified in terms of the statistics defined over the
derivation of production rules.
P(pt |I) ∝ P(pt)P(I|pt) = P(S)
∏
v∈Vn
P(Chv |v)
∏
v∈VT
P(I|v) (1)
I The probability is defined on the Gibbs distribution: and the energy term is
decomposed as three potentials:
E(pt |I) =
∑
v∈VOR
EOR(Ar(Chv))+
∑
v∈VAND
EAND(AG(Chv))+
∑
Λv∈ΛI ,v∈VT
ET(I(Λv))
(2)
Inference by Hierarchical Cluster Sampling
We design an efficient MCMC inference algorithm, namely Hierarchical
cluster sampling, to search in the large solution space of scene
configurations. The algorithm has two stages:
I Clustering:It forms all possible higher-level structures (clusters) from
lower-level entities by production rules and contextual relations.
P+(Cl|I) =
∏
v∈ClOR
POR(Ar(v))
∏
u,v∈ClAND
PAND+ (AG(u),AG(v))
∏
v∈ClT
PT (I(Av))
(3)
I Sampling:It jumps between alternative structures (clusters) in each
layer of the hierarchy to find the most probable configuration
(represented by a parse tree).
Q(pt∗|pt , I) = P+(Cl∗|I)
∏
u∈ClAND ,v∈ptAND
PAND− (AG(u)|AG(v)). (4)
Results
Experiment and Conclusion
Segmentation precision compared with Hoiem et al. 2007 [1], Hedau et
al. 2009 [2], Wang et al. 2010 [3] and Lee et al. 2010 [4] in the UIUC
dataset [2].
Compared with other algorithms, our contributions are:
I A Stochastic Scene Grammar (SSG) to represent the hierarchical
structure of visual entities;
I A Hierarchical Cluster Sampling algorithm to perform fast inference
in the SSG model;
I Richer structures obtained by exploring richer contextual relations.
(a) Designed by novice
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Introduction
This paper proposes a parsing algorithm for indoor scene
understanding which includes four aspects: computing 3D
scene layout, detecting 3D objects (e.g. furniture), detecting
2D faces (windows, doors etc.), and segmenting the
background. The algorithm parse an image into a hierarchical
structure, namely a parse tree. With the parse tree, we
reconstruct the original image by the appearance of line
segments, and we further recover the 3D scene by the
geometry of 3D background and foreground objects.
3D synthesis of novel views based on the parse tree
Results
Stochastic Scene Grammar
The grammar represents compositional structures of visual entities, which includes three types
of production rules and two types of contextual relations:
• Production rules: (i) AND rules represent the decomposition of an entity into sub-parts; (ii)
SET rules represent an ensemble of visual entities; (iii) OR rules represent the switching
among sub-types of an entity.
• Contextual relations: (a) Cooperative + relations represent positive links between binding
entities, such as hinged faces of a object or aligned boxes; (b) Competitive - relations
represents negative links between competing entities, such as mutually exclusive boxes.
Bayesian Formulation
We define a posterior distribution for a solution (a parse tree) pt conditioned on an image I.
This distribution is specified in terms of the statistics defined over the derivation of production
rules.
P(pt |I) ∝ P(pt)P(I|pt) = P(S)
∏
v∈Vn
P(Chv |v)
∏
v∈VT
P(I|v) (1)
The probability is defined on the Gibbs distribution: and the energy term is decomposed as
three potentials:
E(pt |I) =
∑
v∈VOR
EOR(Ar(Chv)) +
∑
v∈VAND
EAND(AG(Chv)) +
∑
Λv∈ΛI ,v∈VT
ET(I(Λv)) (2)
Inference by Hierarchical Cluster Sampling
We design an efficient MCMC inference algorithm, namely Hierarchical cluster sampling, to
search in the large solution space of scene configurations. The algorithm has two stages:
• Clustering: It forms all possible higher-level structures (clusters) from lower-level entities by
production rules and contextual relations.
P+(Cl|I) =
∏
v∈ClOR
POR(Ar(v))
∏
u,v∈ClAND
PAND+ (AG(u),AG(v))
∏
v∈ClT
PT(I(Av)) (3)
• Sampling: It jumps between alternative structures (clusters) in each layer of the hierarchy to
find the most probable configuration (represented by a parse tree).
Q(pt∗|pt , I) = P+(Cl∗|I)
∏
u∈ClAND ,v∈ptAND
PAND− (AG(u)|AG(v)). (4)
Experiment and Conclusion
Segmentation precision compared with Hoiem et al. 2007 [1], Hedau et al. 2009 [2], Wang et
al. 2010 [3] and Lee et al. 2010 [4] in the UIUC dataset [2].
Compared with other algorithms, our contributions are
• A Stochastic Scene Grammar (SSG) to represent the hierarchical structure of visual
entities;
• A Hierarchical Cluster Sampling algorithm to perform fast inference in the SSG model;
• Richer structures obtained by exploring richer contextual relations. Website:
http://www.stat.ucla.edu/ ybzhao/research/sceneparsing
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Introduction 
This paper proposes a parsing algorithm for indoor scene understanding which 
includes four aspects: computing 3D scene layout, detecting 3D objects (e.g. 
furniture), detecting 2D faces (windows, doors etc.), and segmenting the 
background. The algorithm parse an image into a hierarchical structure, namely a 
parse tree. With the parse tree, we reconstruct the original image by the 
appearance of line segments, and we further recover the 3D scene by the 
geometry of 3D background and foreground objects. 
Bayesian Formulation 
o Sampling: It jumps between alternative structures (clusters) in each layer of 
the hierarchy to find the most probable configuration (represented by a parse 
tree).  
Stochastic Scene Grammar 
The grammar represents compositional structures of visual entities, which 
includes three types of production rules and two types of contextual relations:  
o Production rules: (i) AND rules represent the decomposition of an entity 
into sub-parts; (ii) SET rules represent an ensemble of visual entities; (iii) OR 
rules represent the switching among sub-types of an entity. 
o Contextual relations: 
between binding entities, such as hinged faces of a object or aligned boxes; (b) 
such as mutually exclusive boxes.  
Results 
Inference by Hierarchical Cluster Sampling 
Website: http://www.stat.ucla.edu/~ybzhao/research/sceneparsing 
3D synthesis of novel views based on the parse tree 
The probability is defined on the Gibbs distribution:  
and the energy term is decomposed as three potentials: 
We define a posterior distribution for a solution (a parse tree) pt conditioned on 
an image I. This distribution is specified in terms of the statistics defined over the 
derivation of production rules. 
We design an efficient MCMC inference algorithm, namely Hierarchical cluster 
sampling, to search in the large solution space of scene configurations. The 
algorithm has two stages:  
o Clustering: It forms all possible higher-level structures (clusters) from lower-
level entities by production rules and contextual relations. 
Experiment and Conclusion 
Segmentation precision compared with Hoiem et al. 2007 [1], Hedau et al. 2009 
[2], Wang et al. 2010 [3] and  Lee et al. 2010 [4] in the UIUC dataset [2]. 
Compared with other algorithms, our contributions are 
o A Stochastic Scene Grammar (SSG) to represent the hierarchical structure of 
visual entities; 
o A Hierarchical Cluster Sampling algorithm to perform fast inference in the SSG 
model; 
o Richer structures obtained by exploring richer contextual relations.  
(c) Original poster[35]
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Introduction
I Problem Definition: Given prior knowledge from
multiple domains, improve topic modeling in the
new domain.
1. Knowledge in the form of s-set containing words
sharing the same semantic meaning, e.g., Light,
Heavy, Weight.
2. A novel technique to transfer knowledge to improve
topic models.
I Existing Knowledge-based models.
1. DF-LDA [Andrzejewski et al., 2009], Seeded Model
(e.g., [Mukherjee and Liu, 2012]).
2. Two shortcomings: 1) Incapable of handling multiple
senses, and Collapsed Gibbs Sampling and 2)
Adverse effect of Knowledge.
Generalized Plya Urn Model
I Generalized Plya urn model [Mahmoud, 2008]
1. When a ball is drawn, that ball is put back along with
a certain number of balls of similar colors
I Promoting s-set as a whole
1. If a ball of color w is drawn, we put back As,w ′ ,w balls
of each color w ′ ∈ 1, ...,V where w and w ′ share
s-set s.
As,w ′ ,w =
 1 w = w
′
σ w ∈ s,w ′ ∈ s,w , w ′
0 otherwise
(1)
I Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
P(zi = t , si = s|z−i ,s−i ,α,β,γ,A) ∝
n−im,t +α∑T
t ′=1(n
−i
t ,s +α)
×
∑V
w′=1
∑V
v′=1 As,v′ ,w′ ∗ n−it ,s,v ′ +β∑S
s ′=1(n
−i
t ,s +β)
× n
−i
t ,s,wi +γs∑V
v ′=1(n
−i
t ,s,v ′
+γs)
(2)
MDK-LDA
I Generative Process
1. For each topic t ∈ {1, ...,T }
1.1 Draw a per topic distribution over s-sets, ϕt ∼ Dir(β)
1.2 For each s-set t ∈ {1, ...,T}
a) Draw a per topic, per s-set distribution over words,
ηt ,s ∼ Dir(γ)
2. For each document m ∈ 1, ...,M
2.1 Draw θm ∼ Dir(α)
2.2 For each word wm,n , where n ∈ 1, ...,Nm
a) Draw a topic zm,n ∼ Mult(m)
b) Draw an s-set sm,n ∼ Mult(ϕzm,n)
c) Emit wm,n ∼ Mult(ηzm,n ,sm,n)
I Plate Notation
Figure : 1. Plate notation of the proposed framework.
I Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
1. Blocked Gibbs Sampler Sample topic z and s-set s
for word w
P(zi = t , si = s|z−i ,s−i ,α,β,γ) ∝
n−im,t +α∑T
t ′=1(n
−i
t ,s +α)
× n
−
t ,s i +β∑S
s ′=1(n
−i
t ,s +β)
× n
−i
t ,s,wi +γs∑V
v ′=1(n
−i
t ,s,v ′
+γs)
(3)
Experiments
I Datasets: reviews from six domains from
Amazon.com.
I Baseline Models
1. LDA [Blei et al., 2003], LDA GPU [Mimno et al.,
2011], and DF-LDA [Andrzejewski et al., 2009].
I Topic Discovery Results
1. Evaluation measure: Precision @ n (p @ n).
2. Quantitative results in Table 1, Qualitative results in
Table
I Objective Evaluation
I Topic Coherence [Mimno et al., 2011].
Table : 1 (Quantitative): Avg. precision of each model
across domains.
Table : 2 (Qualitative): Example topics (MDK is short for
MDK-LDA)
(d) Designed by novice
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Introduction
• Problem Definition: Given prior knowledge from
multiple domains, improve topic modeling in the new
domain.
• Knowledge in the form of s-set containing words sharing
the same semantic meaning, e.g., {Light, Heavy, Weight}.
• A novel technique to transfer knowledge to improve topic
models.
• Existing Knowledge-based models.
• DF-LDA [Andrzejewski et al., 2009], Seeded Model (e.g.,
[Mukherjee and Liu, 2012]).
• Two shortcomings: 1) Incapable of handling multiple
senses, and Collapsed Gibbs Sampling and 2) Adverse
effect of Knowledge.
MDK-LDA
• Generative Process For each topic t ∈ {1, ...,T }
i. Draw a per topic distribution over s-sets, ϕt ∼ Dir(β)
ii. For each s-set t ∈ {1, ...,T }
a) Draw a per topic, per s-set distribution over words,
ηt ,s ∼ Dir(γ)
For each document m ∈ 1, ...,M
i. Draw θm ∼ Dir(α)
ii. For each word wm,n , where n ∈ 1, ...,Nm
a) Draw a topic zm,n ∼ Mult(m)
b) Draw an s-set sm,n ∼ Mult(ϕzm,n)
c) Emit wm,n ∼ Mult(ηzm,n ,sm,n)
• Plate Notation
Figure 1: Plate notation of the proposed framework.
• Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
• Blocked Gibbs Sampler Sample topic z and s-set s for
word w
P(zi = t , si = s|z−i ,s−i ,α,β,γ) ∝
n−im,t +α∑T
t ′=1(n
−i
t ,s +α)
× n
−
t ,s i +β∑S
s ′=1(n
−i
t ,s +β)
× n
−i
t ,s,wi +γs∑V
v ′=1(n
−i
t ,s,v ′
+γs)
(1)
Generalized Plya Urn Model
• Generalized Plya urn model [Mahmoud, 2008]
• When a ball is drawn, that ball is put back along with a certain
number of balls of similar colors.
• Promoting s-set as a whole
• If a ball of color w is drawn, we put back As,w ′ ,w balls of each color
w ′ ∈ 1, ...,V where w and w ′ share s-set s.
As,w ′ ,w =
 1 w = w
′
σ w ∈ s,w ′ ∈ s,w , w ′
0 otherwise
(2)
• Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
P(zi = t , si = s|z−i ,s−i ,α,β,γ,A) ∝
n−im,t + α∑T
t ′=1(n
−i
t ,s + α)
×
∑V
w′=1
∑V
v′=1 As,v′ ,w′ ∗ n−it ,s,v ′ + β∑S
s ′=1(n
−i
t ,s + β)
× n
−i
t ,s,wi + γs∑V
v ′=1(n
−i
t ,s,v ′
+ γs)
(3)
Experiments
• Datasets: reviews from six domains from Amazon.com.
• Baseline Models
• LDA [Blei et al., 2003], LDA GPU [Mimno et al., 2011], and DF-LDA
[Andrzejewski et al., 2009].
• Topic Discovery Results
• Evaluation measure: Precision @ n (p @ n).
• Quantitative results in Table 1, Qualitative results in Table
• Objective Evaluation
• Topic Coherence [Mimno et al., 2011].
Table 1 (Quantitative): Avg. precision of each model across domains.
Table 2 (Qualitative): Example topics (MDK is short for MDK-LDA); errors
are marked in red/italic.
(e) Our result
Generalized Pólya Urn Model Introduction 
 Problem Definition: Given prior knowledge from multiple 
domains, improve topic modeling in the new domain. 
 Knowledge in the form of s-set containing words sharing the 
same semantic meaning, e.g., {Light, Heavy, Weight}. 
 A novel technique to transfer knowledge to improve topic models. 
 Existing Knowledge-based models 
 DF-LDA [Andrzejewski et al., 2009], Seeded Model (e.g., 
[Mukherjee and Liu, 2012]). 
 Two shortcomings: 1) Incapable of handling multiple senses, and 
2) Adverse effect of Knowledge. 
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 Generalized Pólya urn model [Mahmoud, 2008] 
 When a ball is drawn, that ball is put back along with a certain 
number of balls of similar colors. 
 Promoting s-set as a whole 
 If a ball of color 𝑤 is drawn, we put back 𝔸𝑠,𝑤′,𝑤 balls of each 
color 𝑤′ ∈ {1, … , 𝑉} where 𝑤 and 𝑤′ share s-set 𝑠. 
 
 
 Collapsed Gibbs Sampling 
 
 Datasets: reviews from six domains from Amazon.com. 
 Baseline Models 
 LDA [Blei et al., 2003], LDA_GPU [Mimno et al., 2011], and 
DF-LDA [Andrzejewski et al., 2009]. 
 Topic Discovery Results 
 Evaluation measure: Precision @ n (p @ n). 
 Quantitative results in Table 1, Qualitative results in Table 2. 
 Objective Evaluation 
 Topic Coherence [Mimno et al., 2011]. 
Table 1 (Quantitative): Avg. precision of each model across domains. 
Table 2 (Qualitative): Example topics (MDK is short for MDK-
LDA);  errors are marked in red/italic. 
MDK-LDA 
 Generative Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Plate Notation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Collapsed Gibbs Sampling 
 Blocked Gibbs Sampler: Sample topic 𝑧 and s-set 𝑠 for word 𝑤 
Figure 1: Plate notation of the proposed framework. 
Experiments 
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Fig. 5: Results generated by different ways
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